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Physics & Astronomy – Our Community



Stony Brook is one of the leading universities in number of physics 

Ph.D. degrees granted.

At Stony Brook

in 2003-4:  32 PhDs 

in 2004-5:   21 PhDs

plus 3 more in August

Graduate student degrees awarded



Graduate students in 2005-6 (2nd large class in a row)
41 graduate students entered last year

18 US, 13 Asia, 9 Europe, 1 Mideast

30 male, 11 female

36 for PhD program

3 Würzburg exchange students for MA degree 

2 for Masters of Science in Instrumentation

We aim for a somewhat smaller entering class this year.
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New faculty appointments

Michael Zingale, computational astrophysics.  Mike’s main research is on Type Ia
supernovae, specifically flame instabilities.  (He also blows up Type I supernovae 
in computers.)  After a postdoc at the Supernovae Science Center at UC Santa 
Cruz, Mike joined us as Assistant Professor in January 2006.

Three-dimensional reactive RT simulations: (in collaboration 
with LBL/CCSE)  Three-dimensional direct numerical simulations of 
carbon flames in Type Ia supernovae undergoing the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability and the transition to turbulence.



New faculty appointments
Urs Wiedemann, nuclear theory.  Urs’s main research is on the theory of dense 
QCD matter now being studied in relativistic heavy ion collisions at RHIC at 
nearby Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL – co managed by Stony Brook 
University and Battelle Memorial Institute) and after about 2007 at the LHC at 
CERN.   Fresh from a staff theory position at CERN, Urs joined us as Assistant 
Professor in January 2006 in a joint position with the RIKEN Institute at BNL.  

RHIC at BNL              LHC at CERN



New faculty appointments

Leonardo Rastelli, foundations of string field theory.  After a postdoc at 
Princeton University, Leonardo joined us as Assistant Professor in the Yang 
Institute for Theoretical Physics in January 2006.

General lessons for open/closed duality from non-critical strings

Abstract for July, 2004 lecture at Prospects in Theoretical Physics meeting 
held at Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton:

How does open/closed duality work? In some non-
critical (often topological) string theories we can 
answer this question exactly. We begin by reviewing 
the relevant geometry of the moduli space of open 
and closed Riemann surfaces. We then describe some 
simplex matrix models and their precise interpretation 
as the open string duals to topological closed string 
theories. We attempt to draw general lessons about 
AdS/CFT.*

*I had to look it up:  AdS = anti de Sitter space; CFT = conformal field theory.  AdS/CFT 
refers a correspondence proposed by Maldacena in 1997 that has been very influential.



Faculty recently arrived (and hard at work)

Adam Durst, condensed matter theory.  Adam studies high Tc superconductors, 2-
dimensional electron gases.  After a postdoc at Yale, Adam joined us as Assistant 
Professor in January 2005.   

Science 18 June 2004 –
Cooking a 2-dimensional 
electron gas with microwaves



Dominik Schneble, atomic physics experiment.  Dominik studies strongly correlated 
atoms in optical lattices.  After a postdoc at MIT, Dominik joined us as Assistant 
Professor in January 2005.  

Faculty recently arrived (and hard at work)



Dima Averin elected Fellow of the American Physical Society

Aaron Evans promoted to Associate Professor with tenure

Paul Grannis on leave with DOE Office of Science, working to develop 

International Linear Collider Project

Chang Kee Jung on leave (Spring 06) to lead HUSEP team in two-group 

competition for NSF DUSEL (deep-underground scientific laboratory)

Gerry Brown received D.Sc. honorary degree from Ohio State University

Janos Kirz co-won the Compton Award (Advanced Photon Source User’s 

Group) + continues as Interim Director of Advanced Light Source at Lawrence 

Berkeley National Lab (through 12/06)

Kostya Likharev received  IEEE Council on Superconductivity Award 

Hal Metcalf became (10/05) Chair of Division of Laser Science of the APS

Laszlo Mihaly received Albert-Szent-Gyorgi Fellowship (Hungary)

Faculty news



Peter van Nieuwenhuizen made Honorary Professor of the Technische Hochshule, 

Vienna + elected Corresponding Member of the Austrian Academy of Sciences + co-

won the 2006 APS Dannie Heineman Prize in Mathematical Physics.

Peter Paul received first Distinguished Service Award from Brookhaven Science 

Associates (runs Brookhaven National Lab)  

Norbert Pietralla received DOE Outstanding Junior Investigator Award 

Ralf Rapp received NSF CAREER Award

Martin Rocek is co-PI on 1.2M$ NSF grant for training students and postdocs in     

geometry and its interaction with mathematical physics

Vasily Semenov elected Fellow of the Institute of Physics (UK)

Jack Smith received President’s Award for Research and Scholarly Activities

Edward Shuryak received Alexander von Humboldt Senior US Scientist Award 

George Sterman appointed to the rank of Distinguished Professor

Jac Verbaarschot named as Villun Kann Rasmussen Foundation Visiting Professor in 

Copenhagen for 2006-7

Faculty news



Events

On Friday 21 October at 4:30 pm (SAC Auditorium) a Sir Run Run Shaw and 

Provost’s Lecture by John Stachel, Center for Einstein Studies, Boston University 

Einstein’s Odyssey: From Special to General Relativity

A Symposium on General Relativity
C.N. Yang Institute for Theoretical Physics

Thursday and Friday, 20-21 October 



The bequest by the Simons Foundation is being used again this year to sponsor 
two special lecturers to visit the department for about a week and give a 
combination of colloquium and seminar-level talks.  Each lecturer is available for 
discussions and interactions with students and faculty.

Uzi Landman of Georgia Tech is an expert on science at the nanoscale.  His 25 
October Simons lecture was Small is Different: Emergent Physics and Chemistry in 
the Nonscalable Regime.  

Frank Wilczek of MIT shared the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics for co-discovery 
of asymptotic freedom in the strong force.   He will visit and lecture in April.  

Simons Lecturers



To give students a flavor for the research opportunities that the Department offers,     
I asked each research area to prepare summary slides.  Disclaimer: Any errors in 
presentation/description are mine.

I attempt to organize them from largest to smallest, but even this has problems!

Research highlights of our community of researchers

Physics and Astronomy + YITP 
research expenditures 

~ 13.9M$ in FY ‘05 (highest in 
the university, ¼ of total for  
College of Arts and Sciences)

Phys/Astro merger



Extragalactic Astronomy and Cosmology
A. Evans, K. M. Lanzetta, P. Solomon, & A. Yahil

Galaxy Formation and Evolution
• Graduate student S. Gromoll and K. Lanzetta have developed a method of 
measuring faint galaxies in low spatial resolution images at thermal infrared 
wavelengths (3.5  – 24 μ) obtained by the new Spitzer Space Telescope

• The method uses high spatial resolution images at optical and near-infrared 
wavelengths obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope as “spatial templates.”

• These measurements are
being used to determine the
rest-frame near-infrared
luminosities of galaxies of
redshift z = 0 – 10, from
which the comoving mass
density of stars in galaxies
versus cosmic epoch can be
determined.  This can directly
establish the epoch and time
scale of galaxy formation.



Liquid-Mirror Telescope Development
K. M. Lanzetta & G. Sprouse

Large Zenith Telescope (LZT) prototype

• 6 m diameter liquid-mirror telescope near Vancouver, British 
Columbia

• Optical-quality mylar cover
built and installed to improve
accuracy of liquid Hg surface

• Telescope has achieved near-
seeing-limited performance

Advance Liquid Patrol for Asteroids, Cosmology, and 
Astrophysics (ALPACA)

• Successful external review (R. Williams, J. Beckers, L. Seppala) of 
conceptual design of ALPACA held on July 15, 2005

• Choice of site narrowed to two possibilities at the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory in northern Chile

• Site testing equipment (microthermal sensor array and lunar 
scintillometer) built and about to be installed



18

Cosmic rays initiate showers when they collide with the atmosphere.
Radio waves from distant sources (i.e. TV) may be reflected by the ionization 
created by the shower particles. 
This technique is already used to study micrometeors (Radio Meteor Scatter) 
higher in the atmosphere.

To confirm that an observed signal originates from UHECR we need to 
independently observe shower debris – will do this with simple counters
built, installed, and operated by local high school teachers and students.

MARIACHI – a new way to
search for Ultra High Energy
Cosmic Rays (UHECR)

E > 1018 eV
A few dozen have been seen by 
ground arrays looking at either 
shower debris or atmospheric 
fluorescence.
UHECR are too energetic to 
originate in our galaxy or nearby 
galaxies.
UHECR are too energetic to 
propagate through the microwave 
background from distant sources.

Takai (BNL/Adjunct), Marx, 
Forman, Rijssenbeek

NSF has supplied initial funding.

•



Diffraction microscopy (ALS)
• Xiaojing Huang, Enju Lima, Huijie Miao, David Shapiro (PhD December 2004), Jan 

Steinbrener, plus Aaron Neiman (Biology), Andrew Stewart, David Sayre, Chris 
Jacobsen, and Janos Kirz (ALS acting director)

• Imaging beyond resolution limit of x-ray lenses: collect far-field diffraction pattern and 
use iterative algorithms to find phase consistent with finite-sized object.  Goal: 10 nm 
3D imaging of cells.

Diffraction reconstruction Scanning microscope image

Shapiro et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. (in press)



Soft x-ray spectromicroscopy (NSLS)

Images over near-edge spectral region 
are sensitive to molecular bonds.  
Cluster analysis reveals biochemical 
organization of sperm.  With Y. 
Sheynkin (Urology)

• Holger Fleckenstein, Marc Haeming (MA August 2005), Benjamin Hornberger, Bjorg
Larson, Mirna Lerotic (PhD August 2005), Ming Lu, plus Sue Wirick and Chris Jacobsen.
Stony Brook’s Center for Environmental Molecular Science.

• Development of zone plate optics, scanning microscope hardware and software, and 
application to studies in biology and environmental science.



Many-body physics, 
correlated atomic systems Atomic crystals

Rubidium-BEC apparatus

Ultracold quantum gases / BECUltracold quantum gases / BEC
Group of Dominik Schneble

U
V

Optical lattices

J

BEC



Calculations by Xiyue Miao and Tony Lu

Large white area represents > 99%
efficiency – Astoundingly so

do points a and b.
Light intensity (vertical
axis) is swept through
range (horizontal axis)

TRANSFERING ATOMS TO EXCITED STATE & CONTROLLING MOLECULAR BREAKUP

Pictures show the break up of
a molecule following excitation with

an ultrafast laser pulse

METCALF

WEINACHT



Condensed Matter Theory

Abanov Group

Allen Group

Durst Group

Quantizing Rolling 
Clouds: Quantum 

Hydrodynamics, the 
Quantum Benjamin-
Ono Equation, and 

the Calogero Model1

Quasiparticle
Transport Amidst 
Charge Order in 

Cuprate
Superconductors3

Na14F13 Nanocluster
Pseudo-Jahn-Teller 

Superantenna2

[1] A. G. Abanov and P. B. Wiegmann, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 076402 (2005)
[2] Allen, Baruah, Muckerman, Pederson, and Schmidt
[3] STM image from J. C. Davis and co-workers, Nature 430, 1001 (2004)



The work includes self-
assembly of single-molecule 

devices on pre-fabricated 
metallic nanowires, 

experimental and 
theoretical study of 

electron transport in these 
devices, and development 
of novel architectures for 

CMOL circuits.  

A collaboration including Phil Allen, Kostya 
Likharev and Jim Lukens, as well as experts 
from several other SBU departments 
(Chemistry, Material Sciences, and  
Neurobiology & Behavior) as well as 
Brooklyn Poly, NRL, ORNL, and U. 
Virginia, develops scientific basis for future 
hybrid semiconductor/molecular (“CMOL”) 
integrated circuits. 

gold
electrodes

5 nm 
gap

CMOL circuit concept
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CMOL digital logic circuit successfully reconfigured 
around 50% of bad nanodevices

Nanodevice physics 



Despite the long history of quantum 
mechanics, its counter-intuitive features 

continue to attract much interest. One of the 
most puzzling is the ``wave-function 

collapse”: evolution of the wave-function in 
the measurement process that can violate all 

basic principles of physics. One of the new 
examples is paradox in mesoscopic tunneling 

suggested recently by Dmitri Averin and
Antonio di Lorenzo, in which the particle 
tunnels through an infinitely large barrier.

Dmitri Averin and Vasili Semenov are working 
in the area of thermodynamics of computation. 
The unique combination of theory, experiment 
and industrial effort aims to demonstrate 
functional circuits with the energy dissipation 
below thermodynamic limit of kBTln2 per 
operation. The ultimate goal is to demonstrate 
the large-scale quantum information processing.

axon

dendrite

Mesoscopic physics and superconductor 
electronics

1010 βαβα ′+′→+



Particle physics and quantum field theory at the YITP: at the 
interface with present & future experiment.  Some examples

• Particle phenomenology

-- Standard model & SUSY Higgs production: precision
predictions (Smith, B. Field [student])

-- Authoritative fits to ν masses/mixing 
(Gonzalez-Garcia, M. Maltoni [postdoc])

• Physics beyond the Standard Model

-- Dynamical symmetry breaking with gauge unification -- unified 
forces without the Higgs!

(Shrock, N. Christensen [student])
-- Neutrino oscillations affected by quantum gravity -- effects visible

with ‘Ice Cube’ detector in Antarctica? (Gonzalez-Garcia)



Synthesizing weak and strong couplings & factorization of 
weak and strong dynamics

-- New investigation of factorization, the basis of the
parton picture for collider physics (Sterman, M.Aybat [student] )

-- Proof that existing analysis of heavy quarkonium (J/Psi,Upsilon) 
production needs improvement (Sterman, G. Nayak [postdoc])

-- Particle Production from strong QCD fields:
the QCD “Schwinger mechanism”

(van Nieuwenhuizen, Nayak [postdoc])

Issues in SUSY Field Theory

-- SUSY theory: review of quantization of SUSY solitons
(Goldhaber, van Nieuwenhuizen)

-- The Casimir effect for SUSY solitons (van Nieuwenhuizen)
-- Instantons in SUSY gauge theory ([students] S. Giombi, D. Trancianelli, 

D. Robles-Ilana & R. Ricci)
And much more. . .



Strings
Roček, Siegel,

van Nieuwenhuizen

•Calabi-Yau supermanifolds, super Kähler
geometry (compactification)
•Boundary conditions for supergravity
•Relations of partons to strings
•Stringy cosmology
•Superstring quantization, gauge-covariant 
S-matrices



Solvable Models
V. Korepin, B. McCoy

•Numerical studies of pressure/density relation 
(virial expansion) for hard spheres 
•Solvable models: new results on exact Green 
functions and phase structures
•Exploration of quantum entanglement in one-
dimensional spin chains
•New algorithms for quantum search and 
communication



At the end of next year, the 
Francium work will be moving to 
TRIUMF in Vancouver, BC to get 
more intensity, and the LINAC 
will be shut down.

Experimental Layout to 
Trap Fr ions

Jerry Sell,Kerim Gulyuz, 
and Gene Sprouse

Polarizing 
Laser Light

Fr+

100 MeV 
O18 Beam

Fr°

Deflecting Electrodes

Fr+

RF Quadrupole Ion 
Trap

He Cooling Gas

Rubidium Jet

Neutralization Polarization Ionization

1200o C tungsten target 
surrounded by 0.8T 

magnet

Paul Trap

Polarizing 
Laser Light

Fr+

100 MeV 
O18 Beam

Fr°

Deflecting Electrodes

Fr+

RF Quadrupole Ion 
Trap

He Cooling Gas

Rubidium Jet

Neutralization Polarization Ionization

1200o C tungsten target 
surrounded by 0.8T 

magnet

Paul Trap

Goal:  to test atomic calculations of Fr by 
measuring the nuclear magnetic moment.  
These calculations are needed to test the 
Standard Model in a planned atomic 
Parity Violation experiment.



• Quark-Gluon Plasma at RHIC is   rather 
strongly coupled and has surprisingly small 
viscosity       η/(hbar s)=0.1-0.2<<1

(the estimate of D.Teaney, 2004)

•Elliptic flow of ultracold trapped Li6 atoms in
a=> infinity regime. It has a ``quantum viscosity”

η/(hbar n)=0.3 (derived from 2 modes of oscillations 
B. Gelman, E. Suryak,I. Zahed nucl-th/0410067)

•A gift from the string theorists: AdS/CFT correspondence
allows to calculate viscosity of infinitely strongly coupled
N=4 SUSY YM ,    g^2 N_c -> infty (D.Son et al , 1993) 

η/(hbar s)=1/(4Pi)

The hottest thing on Earth (T=300 MeV=3x10^8 ev) 

and the coolest, (T=10 nK or 10^(-12) eV) both create 

near-perfect liquids and (elliptic) Little Bangs!



Sonic boom from quenched jets 
Casalderrey, Shuryak, Teaney, hep-ph/0410067

• the energy deposited by jets into liquid-
like strongly coupled QGP must go into 
conical shock waves at Mach angle: 
seems to be observed at RHIC

• (data from PHENIX on angular 
distribution relative to trigger jet in the 
transverse azimuthal angle)



High pT partons probe QGP

Pairs at large opening angle include one from each jet. The “away” jet 
is filtered by the medium – it’s broader and softer than in p+p.
May pick up extra quarks from a sound wave in the QGP

Mike McCumberHadron pairs at small 
opening angle are from jets 
originating near the surface



e+e- pairs in Au+Au collisions

Compare to a “cocktail” of all 
(known) hadronic sources

See a hint of enhancement, not yet 
significant within systematic errors

pair invariant mass

Look for:
thermal radiation: g→e+e-
modification of ρ,ω in dense 
medium via ρ,ω →e+e-

A. Toia and T. Dahms

Will improve S/B 
by ~ 100 with a 
new hadron
blind detector 
(HBD) to track 
and reject decay 
& conversion 
pairs



• Reference measurement: p+p at 
√s = 200 GeV (Ph.D. thesis: 
Sergey Butsyk)

• spectrum “harder” than 
perturbative QCD charm & 
beauty predictions

@ RHIC: e± from heavy quark decays

R
A

A
= 

A
u+

A
u 

/ (
T A

A
x 

p+
p)

• Discovery of medium effects on heavy-
quarks:     Au+Au at √sNN = 200 GeV
(Ph.D. thesis: Jamil Egdemir)

• even heavy quarks “feel” the medium 
produced in nuclear collisions at 
RHIC!  This analysis: Alan Dion.



Spin Physics with RHIC 
Present focus of the RHIC 
Spin Group determining ΔG 
1) using the double helicity
π0 and π+/- production asymmetry 
at 200 GeV CM &(K. Boyle’s Thesis)
2) Using Direct photon production in 
Run-5,Run-6 (R. Bennett’s Thesis)

0.12      RHIC     Future(?)

220 nb-150%3520 nb-110wks2005

1.9 nb-140%75 nb-14 days2004

1.2 nb-127%220 nb-14 wks2003

Figure of 
Merrit P4L

RHIC beam 
polarization

Integrated 
Luminosity

Run 
time

Year

Deshpande + (GS: R. Bennett, K. Boyle) +
(SS: N. Means transverse spin) + ?? 
(US: C. Galloway) + ??

Group READY for major activity on 
PHENIX Si VTX Tracker using
SBU Clean room facilities: 
Essential for future HI & Spin Physics

first definitive measurement
Was obtained in October’05 





Henderson DUSEL
(Deep Underground Science and Engineering Lab)

Empire, Colorado

• Proposal led by Stony Brook group  
approved for $500k by NSF

• Advance to the final phase of 
selection process for DUSEL -
(ultimately several x 100M$ project)

• Media Coverage 

1. AP Wire Service
2. Science Magazine
3. Rocky Mountain News
4. Denver Post
5. Physics Today Magazine

Nucleon decay and Neutrino (NN) Group

Chang Kee Jung
Clark McGrew
Chiaki Yanagisawa
Peter Paul
Kenkou Kabayashi
Antony Sarrat
Tokufumi Kato
Dan Kerr
Ryan Terri
Lisa Whitehead
Le Phoc Trung
Glenn Lopez
Brian Martin

Henderson molybdenum mine



Nucleon decay and Neutrino (NN) Group

Indication of tau neutrino 
appearance in the 
atmospheric neutrino 
data, analysis led by the 
Stony Brook group 

K2K:First successful long 
baseline (250km) neutrino 
oscillation experiment

⇒ Observes neutrino oscillation ~4σ level
⇒ Confirms SuperK atm neutrino results
⇒ Finished data taking run, Nov. 2004

Super-Kamiokande

background

tau+background

data



ATLAS (Geneva, Switzerland)

The ATLAS detector is being installed 
in its 20 x 20 x 40 m3 underground 
cavern, on schedule and in time for 
the first pp collisions at 14 TeV in the 
Large Hadron Collider in summer 
2007.

The 8 superconducting toroids for the 
external Muon tracking are being 
readied. In the foreground one sees 
(part of) the Barrel calorimeter 
(Hadronic Tile calorimeter, Liquid 
Argon EM calorimeter).  Stony Brook 
partners with BNL and others on the 
construction and commissioning of 
the latter.
(Engelmann, McCarthy, Rijssenbeek; 
Khodinov; Feng Guo, Thioye, 
Tschann-Grimm, Strauss)



Stony Brook’s Contributions

Center: Cryogenic 
High Voltage 
Feedthrough.
Left: HV Noise 
Filters.
Right: HV Wire 
feedthroughs; 
closeup.



DZERO Layer 0 Si Detector
(Fermilab)

the entire Layer 0 Silicon 
strip detector complete 
with cables.  This detector 
is to be inserted at the 
center of the D0 silicon 
tracker this fall, 
improving the reliability 
of the tracking in general 
and making especially 
significant improvement 
in the impact parameter 
resolution.
The Layer 0 detector is 
integrated with the Silicon 
Track Trigger hardware 
for detection of long-
lived particles (b- and c-
hadrons), designed and 
partly constructed by 
Hobbs, postdoc Taylor, 
and students Desai and 
Herner



Many of our students find good thesis research beyond the Department

Accelerator physics: our adjunct professors Peggs, Ben-Zvi, Litvinenko at 
BNL  offer many theoretical and experimental topics. 

Research outside the Department with our Graduate Faculty

also opportunities in chemical physics, medical imaging etc.
About 20 students supervised in these external areas.

Particle theory and Lattice Gauge: BNL adjuncts Creutz and Dawson

Condensed Matter and Materials Science at BNL: (Davenport, Johnson, 
Kao, Ku, Liang, Mazlov, Tsvelik) – both theory and experiment.

Biological Physics: Opportunities in genomics, brain design, bio computation 
at Cold Spring Harbor Lab (Chklovskii, Svoboda, Zhang);  on campus topics in 
biophysics, structural biology, protein folding, radiation oncology, pharmacology 
(Kisker, Liang, McLaughlin, S. Smith, J. Wang)

Atmospheric physics: the physics of our atmosphere through the Marine 
Sciences Research Center (Geller, de Zafra)



provided by its creator, Sarah Campbell

An enduring tradition in our department on 
Friday afternoons in the summer!  The faculty 
and staff only pay for it, but our graduate 
students plan and advertise with the posters 
they produce each week. One of my favorites 
is below.    
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Now let us go to the Three Village Inn 
for socializing and dinner!

We produce a wealth of exciting physics and astronomy 
year after year.  Here I can only scratch the surface.  
Details appear in Ph.D. theses, preprints on the web, 
publications in top journals, and in our seminars and colloquia.

The students, research associates and faculty at Stony 
Brook are recognized as being at the leading edge in many of 
the most important areas of science.

We hope you students admitted to our graduate program 
will decide to come and join us in a few months. 


